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ABSTRACT
Understanding where traffic accidents occur is crucial for improving road safety and proper traffic enforcement allocation. One of
the most common methods of analyzing traffic accidents is spatial
hotspot detection. Existing hotspot detection methods, e.g., spatial
scan statistics, spatial and spatiotemporal kernel density estimation,
mostly focus on Euclidean space. These methods ignore an important aspect of traffic accident hotspots, i.e., traffic accident locations
are constrained to road networks. Several techniques have been
proposed to detect spatial hotspot on the network space, including
network kernel density-estimation, and significant linear route detection, but the time dimension and temporal dynamics of hotspots
are not incorporated. To address the limitations of existing methods,
we demonstrated a new method called Spatial-Temporal Network
Kernel Density Estimation (STNKDE) that integrates both of these
features. We also developed a prototype system and visualized the
dynamics of traffic accident hotspots in New York City 2017.
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1

INTRODUCTION

With knowledge of where and when accidents are most likely to
occur, traffic engineers and city officials can modify roads and
signage to improve road safety. Additionally, traffic enforcement
agents can use this information to better allocate resources to traffic
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Figure 1: Planar KDE vs Network KDE (adapted from [15])

accident hotspots. In Albuquerque, New Mexico, the majority of
high traffic accident locations were also determined to be highcrime areas [14]. Higher traffic enforcement in Albuquerque led
to reductions in crash injuries, DUIs and homicides. It has been
shown that traffic accidents have spatial and temporal patterns
[2]. If both the spatial and temporal aspects of the data are not
considered together, traffic enforcement agents may over-allocate
resources at spatial hotspots during non-peak hours. Better policing
can not only have an impact on traffic accidents but also reductions
in crime.
Kernel density estimation (KDE) has been mostly used as a visualization tool for hotspot visualization [15]. It has been used with
success for analyzing potential fixes of traffic accident hotspots [4].
Additionally, in [4] repeatability analysis was compared against
KDE for hotspot detection. Both methods produced similar results.
For traffic accident analysis, it is recommended to apply Kernel
Density Estimation (KDE) on a large scale to locate hotspots then
reapply KDE to each individual hotspot found [11]. This is due to
traffic accident distributions primarily being affected by factors at
micro scale. Hotspots can also be detected by augmenting KDE for
spatial-temporal analysis. Spatial-Temporal KDE has been used for
crime hotspot analysis in [7]. The results of these approaches can
be visualized using map animations, isosurfaces and comaps [1].
However, it has been shown that kernel density estimation
method in the Euclidean space can lead to over-estimation of densities [10]. A network-based approach, Network KDE (NKDE), has
been proposed to alleviate this issue [15]. Distance between two
points is computed using network distance. Figure 1 demonstrates
how Euclidean distance and network distance calculations can produce different results. Both methods use the same search bandwidth
parameter in Figure 1; however, KDE finds two additional points.
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An example of where this difference can lead to over-estimation
is divided highways. Both sides of a divided highway are close to
each other by Euclidean distance, but operate for the most part
independently. It is expected that crashes on one side should not
affect the density values on the other side. Using NKDE instead of
KDE can ensure that this behavior is respected.
NKDE has recently been used to analyze spatial-temporal trends
using the snapshot model [6]. NKDE was first applied for spatial
hotspot detection. Then using the snapshot model, significant temporal changes at a hotspot were detected using the chi-square test.
However, the density is estimated within each single snapshot without considering the time interval before and after the snapshot. In
contrast, we propose a spatio-temporal network kernel density estimation method, whereby the density is based on both spatial and
temporal neighborhoods in the network space.

2

OUR APPROACH

The software used in this paper includes PostgreSQL, PostGIS,
pgrouting, and QGIS. PostgreSQL was the database used for storing
the crash data, as well as the data describing the road network of
NYC. PostGIS was used for spatial functions and creating a graph
representation of the road network. Pgrouting was used for calculating the network distance between two points on the road
network, that is, the shortest distance between two points while
remaining on a segment of the network. QGIS is a free geographic
information system application that was used for rendering the
visualizations for the project. In QGIS, we used the QGIS2ThreeJS
and TimeManager plugins to generate our visualizations.

2.1

Spatial-Temporal Network Kernel Density
Estimation (STNKDE)

We created Spatial-Temporal Network Kernel Density Estimation
(STNKDE), as an extension of Network Kernel Density Estimation
(NKDE), that includes the temporal aspect of event data. In NKDE,
edges are split into equal length segments called lixels (linear pixels).
Events are bucketed into the nearest lixel. The density is computed
for each lixel using the standard KDE equation shown in Equation
1. sdis is the distance between two lixels, r s is the spatial search
bandwidth and ks is a kernel function used for smoothing. Common
kernel functions include Gaussian and Quartic [9]. According to
Xie and Yan [15], the choice of kernel function does not have a big
impact on the overall density pattern.
λ(s) =

n
s
1 Õ
ks ( dis )
r s i=1
rs

(1)

STNKDE extends the concept of lixel to include a temporal aspect.
We call this extension an arixel (aerial lixel). Arixels are 2-D cells
that are stacked on top of lixels like a wall. The time component of
the arixels are expressed using the z-coordinate as in the space-time
cube model [5]. The height of the arixels corresponds to the time
range it covers. For example, an arixel could cover the time range
7am to 8am. In STNKDE, events are aggregated on arixels instead
of lixels. Events can be temporally bucketed by different time types,
as specified by the user, such as year, month, time of day, etc. The
temporal bucketing used is dependent on the dataset and what the
researcher wants to learn from the data. To compute the density at
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an arixel, we use Equation 2.
λ(s, t) =

n
s
t
1 Õ
ks ( dis )kt ( dis )
r s r t i=1
rs
rt

(2)

This adjusted formula includes several additional terms: a temporal search bandwidth (r t ), temporal distance (dis ), and an additional
kernel function for time (kt ). These terms allow the formula to
include both the spatial and temporal aspects of events.

2.2

A Prototype of STNKDE System

Many of the intermediate outputs of STNKDE can be re-used for
different parameter configurations and many operations can be
parallelized. To take advantage of these properties of STNKDE, we
created a set of open-source python scripts called STNKDE Tools
(source codes available at [12]). It can be used to compute either
NKDE or STNKDE. Our toolset consists of six steps.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

Data Sanitization
Load Data
Create Lixels
Compute Distances
Compute Lixel Densities
Compute Arixel Densities

To perform STNKDE, an event shapefile and a network shapefile
are required. In the first step, Data Sanitization, both shapefiles
must be converted to the same coordinate reference system and
cropped to the relevant area of study. Next, the second step, Load
Data, inserts the shapefiles into PostgreSQL. The road network is
converted into a network topology using the PostGIS extension and
the events are inserted into a table. Creating the network topology
is the most computationally expensive operation in the STNKDE
process. It is recommended to minimize the network size to speed
up this operation.
Once the data is loaded, the network needs to be split into lixels.
The Create Lixels operation operates on a copy of the network topology. Therefore, it is not necessary to recreate the network topology
to experiment with different lixel lengths. Splitting edges into lixels
is run in parallel allowing speedups for multicore machines.
In the next step, Compute Distances, the network distance between midpoints of lixels is pre-computed in parallel for use in
both the NKDE and STNKDE algorithms. A spatial search bandwidth must be specified to reduce the number of comparisons. A
larger spatial search bandwidth will smooth out the visualization
and show global trends. A smaller spatial search bandwidth will
highlight local trends and additionally is quicker to compute.
The Compute Lixel Densities step performs NKDE on the dataset
for the specified lixel length and spatial search bandwidth. Computing lixel densities is also run in parallel. The Quartic function
is used as the spatial kernel function. This step assumes the lixels and distances for the specified parameters have already been
pre-computed. The results are stored into a PostgreSQL table. This
table can be loaded into GIS software to visualize the densities. It is
recommended to compute NKDE before STNKDE to get a feel for
where hotspots over the entire time period lie.
The Compute Arixel Densities step performs STNKDE in parallel
given a specified lixel length, spatial search bandwidth, temporal
search bandwidth and time type. The Quartic function is used for
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Figure 2: Results of NKDE

both the spatial and temporal kernel functions. This step again
assumes the lixels and distances for the specified parameters have
already been pre-computed. The time type specifies how to temporally bucket events. This can be days of week, hours of day, weeks,
months, seasons and years. Most time types are considered cyclical.
For example, the month December is one unit away from January.
However in the case of years, in a dataset consisting of events from
2012 to 2017, the year 2017 is five units away from 2012.

3

Figure 3: NKDE overlaid on top of KDE

CASE STUDY

The specific dataset used for the project comes from the public
records of the New York City Department of Public Safety [8]. This
dataset contains data pertaining to all traffic accidents in NYC between 2012 to 2017, and is updated regularly. The fields included in
the dataset are attributes like latitude, longitude, date, time, street
name, cross street name, and information about the vehicles involved. The fields that we care about are the latitude, longitude, date,
and time, since these are the spatial and temporal attributes. This
dataset contains approximately 800,000 records. We used a New
York State road shapefile provided by the NYS GIS Clearinghouse
[3]. Using QGIS, we cropped the shapefiles to only include events
and roads within the Manhattan area. We also saved the cropped
shapefiles with the same coordinate reference system so our data
was consistent. This reduced our dataset to about 195,000 traffic
accidents and about 900 roads from approximately 230,000 roads.
This reduction drastically speeds up the computation for STNKDE
and NKDE. To evaluate our STNKDE approach, we initially computed the NKDE and KDE over the dataset as a baseline. For NKDE
we used a lixel length of 50 meters and a search bandwidth of 100
meters as recommended by Xie and Yan in [15]. These values provided a high level of detail without requiring a large amount of
computation. We can see the output of the NKDE in Figure 2.
As expected, NKDE produces a clear visualization of hot spots.
NKDE accurately displays which side of an intersection is the most
prone to traffic accidents. Figure 3 shows a comparison of NKDE
to the standard KDE approach. In Figure 3, we can see that KDE
over-estimates hot spots and does not provide any useful insight
onto which roads are most dangerous.
NKDE does a great job of displaying hot spots in the data overall;
however, it does not capture the temporal aspect of the data. We

Figure 4: Results of STNKDE by year using space-time cube
model
next ran STNKDE for lixel length of 50 meters, spatial search bandwidth 100 meters, temporal search bandwidth of 1 and time type
of year. This visualization gave us valuable insight on when traffic
accidents are most likely to occur in the Manhattan borough. A 3-D
visualization of the results using the QGIS2ThreeJS QGIS plugin is
shown in Figure 4. In this figure, we are looking at the beginning of
the Queensboro Bridge from the Manhattan side. The top layer is
the year 2017. At the time of publication, the NYC traffic accident
dataset only extends up to April 2017, which results in the top layer
having a lower density.
In the red area of Figure 4, we can see that traffic accidents are
equally distributed over the years. This makes it abundantly clear
that action needs to be taken for this section of road. Two roads to
the right, we can see that the traffic accident density is decreasing
year over year, which is ideal. This type of analysis was not possible
with the standard NKDE approach.
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Figure 5: Results of STNKDE by hour using snapshot model
In tight grid-based road networks it can be difficult to view
the arixel densities for a specific road segment in the space-time
cube model. The QGIS2ThreeJS visualization solves this problem
by letting the user arbitrarily reposition and rotate the view in
real-time.
We next applied STNKDE with lixel length of 50 meters, spatial
search bandwidth of 100 meters, temporal search bandwidth of 2
and time type of hour of day. This temporal search bandwidth was
picked arbitrarily.
Figure 5 shows the results over the same stretch of road as in
Figure 4 using the snapshot model. We generated this figure using the TimeManager plugin in QGIS. For time types with a large
number of arixels per road segment, the snapshot model is preferable. For example, the time type weeks has 52 arixels per road
segment resulting in very high walls. In Figure 5, we can notice an
interesting temporal trend. During the evening rush hour the area
around the Queensboro bridge is more dangerous than during the
morning rush hour. This interesting spatial-temporal information
was not found with the NKDE approach. One of the downsides
of the snapshot model is that it is slightly more difficult to view
the temporal change at hotspot compared to the space-time cube
model. Combining the frames in Figure 5 into an animated GIF can
help make it slightly easier to view the changes between frames.

4

DISCUSSION

One issue of the spatio-temporal network kernel density estimation
method is the choice of distance threshold parameters. Similar to
other existing kernel density estimation method, selecting appropriate distance threshold (kernel bandwidth) depends on the specific
application scenario and the spatio-temporal scale of analysis. For
example, the spatial distance threshold should be larger for analysis
of crashes in the entire national highway networks, but smaller
for analysis in a city. There are also other spatio-temporal hotspot
detection methods [13] such as clustering based and spatiotemporal
scan statistics based methods that we do not discussion in details
due to less relevance to our method.

CONCLUSION

The resulting STNKDE approach provides a new way to analyze
network-based spatial temporal data. Reseachers can now observe
temporal trends in crash data that were previously hidden. With
our open-source STNKDE tools, researchers should be able to easily
apply our STNKDE algorithm or NKDE to their own datasets. We
applied two visualization approaches, an interactive space-time
cube model and a snapshot model to visualize STNKDE results.
Both methods accurately display the spatial-temporal trends in
slightly different ways. The approach to use is largely dependent
on the structure of the data. In our use case, we find the snapshot
model to be slightly better because the road network edges are
close together. For our approach, future work needs to be done to
determine optimal temporal search bandwidths for different time
types. Additionally, work needs to be done to determine whether or
not a hotspots found by STNKDE are statistically significant. Overall, our proposed STNKDE algorithm has produced very promising
results.
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